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Disclaimer
• This presentation has been prepared by PPK Group Limited (“PPK” or the “Company”) based on information available to it as at the date of this presentation. The information in this presentation is
provided in summary form and does not contain all information necessary to make an investment decision.
• This presentation does not constitute an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in PPK, nor does it constitute financial product advice or
take into account any individual’s investment objectives, taxation situation, financial situation or needs. An investor must not act on the basis of any matter contained in this presentation but must
make its own assessment of PPK and conduct its own investigations. Before making an investment decision, investors should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to their
own objectives, taxation situation, financial situation or needs, and seek legal, taxation and financial advice appropriate to their jurisdiction and circumstances. PPK is not licensed to provide
financial product advice in respect of its securities or any other financial products. Cooling off rights do not apply to the acquisition of PPK securities.

• Although reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in this presentation are accurate and that the opinions expressed are fair and reasonable, no representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted
by law, none of PPK, its directors, officers, employees and agents, nor any other person, accepts any responsibility and liability for the content of this presentation including, without limitation, any
liability arising from fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of or reliance on any of the information contained in this presentation or otherwise arising in connection with it.
• The information presented in this presentation is subject to change without notice and PPK does not have any responsibility or obligation to inform you of any matter arising or coming to their
notice, after the date of this presentation, which may affect any matter referred to in this presentation.

• The distribution of this presentation may be restricted by law and you should observe any such restrictions.
Forward looking statements
• This presentation may contain certain forward looking statements that are based on the Company’s managements’ beliefs, assumptions and expectations and on information currently available to
management. Such forward looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors which may cause the actual results or performance of PPK to be materially
different from the results or performance expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Such forward looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s
present and future business strategies and the political and economic environment in which PPK will operate in the future, which are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not
necessarily a guide to future performance and no representation or warranty is made as to the likelihood of achievement or reasonableness of any forward looking statements or other forecasts.
• To the full extent permitted by law, PPK and its directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents and intermediaries disclaim any obligation or undertaking to release any updates or revisions to
information to reflect any change in any of the information contained in this presentation including, but not limited to, any assumptions or expectations set out in the presentation.
No Representations or Warranties
• To the maximum extent permitted by law, PPK and its directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents and intermediaries accept no responsibility or liability for the contents of this Presentation and
make no recommendation or warranties, express or implied, concerning PPK or any investment in PPK. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by any person as to the fairness,
accuracy, reliability, adequacy, validity, correctness or completeness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, PPK and
its directors, officers, employees, advisers, agents and intermediaries do not accept any responsibility or liability including, without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on part of
any person, for any loss arising from the use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.

Current position

FACTS

CRITICAL
SUCCESS
FACTORS

PPK fully funded for
next 3-4 years

Significant science
results received

Clear focus on
technology

Deliver current
prioritised opportunities
with careful assessment
of new ones

Maintain focus
on proving
the science

Create new markets
and build key customer
and manufacturing
partnerships
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A balanced scorecard against prior commitments highlights we have made great progress
but significant work remains
June and November 2020 guidance

Scorecard

List Li-S Energy
Expand BNNT production
Automate BNNT production
Reduce BNNT production cost

Expand BNNT sales
Separation of PPKME
Integrate BNNT into other technology

Industry partnerships for BNNT use
BNNT Precious Metals R&D

Legend

Ballistic Glass R&D

Completed

Strategic Alloys R&D

In progress

White Graphene R&D

Not completed

3D Dental R&D
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Our business model will continue to be refined
based upon lessons learnt and future opportunities
3D Dental

45%

50.22%
45%

Ballistic Glass

40%

51.02%

32.5%

Science/3rd
Party

Realise $$
47.62%

Value
creation

Corporatise

Opportunity to
commercialise
Strategic Alloys

67.61%

BNNT Precious
Metals

45%

45%
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We have made significant scientific progress despite Covid restrictions,
and over the next six months there are a number of key milestones
2020

2021

2022

Filgen distribution
agreement

Order key
equipment

Semi-automated
production; purity
> 99%; introduce
robotics

R&D
agreement
signed

• Zeta Energy
investment
• Capital raise

Doron Scientific
distribution agreement
Janus Electric
collaboration agreement

First
laboratory

Appoint
CEO and
CTO

Boeing Isitu
Pacific
collaboration

Li-S IPO

New production
facility at Deakin;
configure
equipment

New 1,000 sq
ManuFutures 3
premises secured
at Deakin

Capital
raise

Acquire
WGL

SAFETY
product
released

Further testing

Stage 1
setup

Material test
results

Sun Metals
collaboration
agreement

SURVEYS product
released

20% stake
Enter
Survivon
SHA

Covid restrictions

Purchase SOS
Safety Masks and
property

Order key
equipment

OPERATIONS
product
released

Receive TGA
approval

32.5%
stake

INFRASTRUCTURE
and PAVEMENTS
mvp release
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Increasing BNNT production, automation, reducing production cost and optimising labour
cost have been a priority enabling us to become the worlds lowest-cost producer
BNNT Production volume (kg) per week
12
10
10

KG per week
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6
4
4
2
2
1
0.003
0

Staff count

2019

2020

2021

2022 H1

2022 H2 Forecast

5

5

7

7
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BNNT Application Projects
Strategic
Alloys

51.02%

50.22%

67.61%

45%

BNNT
Precious
Metals
45%

3D Dental

Ballistic
Glass

45%

40%

Portfolio market size > USD $140 Billion
Estimated market size
USD Billions

5
34

47.5

74.2

Global defence

Manufacturing coating

Lithium-ion batteries

Hydrogen storage
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Li-S Energy is making progress on a number of fronts

Building talented
and experienced
team

Positive Li-S
multi layer cell
testing

• Dr Stephen
Rowlands (CTO)

• Specific capacity
24% higher

• Professor Maria
Forsyth and her
team

• Capacity retention
21% higher
• Coulombic efficiency
18%

• Lean electrolyte
loading
• Rapid prototyping

Positive
Li-Nanomesh
testing

Promising
Europe
trip

Secured
production
space at
ManuFutures 3

• Protection for
Aluminium and
Zinc electrodes

• Potential
customers and
partners

• > 1,000 sq

• Protection on
lithium dendrites

• Large European
battery and R&D
companies

• Goal of 2 Megawatt
per hour annual
production

• Battery materials
companies

• Now two spaces at
Geelong Waurn
Ponds

• Adjacent to research
labs
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White Graphene — material property benefits

H2

1800
138 times stronger
than 304 stainless
steel but 4 times
lighter

Bending millions
of times without
fracture

Resistant to
corrosion from
acids/alkalines and
salt water

Highly
impermeable
to hydrogen gas

Huge surface area
(< 20g covers
MCG stadium)

Thermal
stability and
conductive

Radiation
shielding

2X
More thermally
conductive than
copper
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Recent science results* highlight the
White Graphene global opportunities ahead
Global estimated market

KEY MARKET PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

USD (Billions)
Water resistance

6.8

Moisture permeability

9.7

Wear resistance
Hardness

With White
Graphene applied
a material uplift
across all
attributes ranging
from 9% to 1700%

Adhesion

57.7

Anti-bacteria
Timber coating

Interior wall paint

Epoxy flooring

* Positivetestresultsreceivedforwhitegraphene (ppkgroup.com.au)
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Demerger of PPK Mining Equipment – divestment to shareholders

PPKME is a
separate, unlisted
public company

Undertook trade sales and NSX listing review

2020
Board announces
strategic review of
mining services
business

*subject to shareholder approval of the return of capital
** subject to legal and regulatory approvals

2021
Disclose
disposal
group
asset
held

*

2022
May 31 EGM for
shareholders
to consider
demerger

Increased
profitability

April 29 Announce demerger
of PPKME by
distribution of
shares to
PPK shareholders,
to be achieved by
return of capital and
dividend*

*

**
Liquidity facility for
PPKME
shareholders**

June 29 Tax
free distribution
of PPKME
shares to
current PPK
shareholders*
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Our priorities remain consistent as outlined in
the August 2020 Executive Chairman Report

Increase
production and
sales of BNNT
• Production of 500kg+
per annum
• Lowered cost of
production by > 45%
• Consistent purity
of 95+%

Optimise the
technology
incubation
• Li-S Energy
• White Graphene

Sustain a diverse
prioritised
portfolio
• Under review:
3D Dental

Expand
University &
Partner
relationships

Divest PPK
Mining
Equipment
• On track for
June 2022

• Ballistic Glass
• Precious Metals

Corporate Governance

Focused on
Shareholder value creation
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THANK
YOU

